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Abstract. Human reaction to a fire situation in buildings depends on
the characteristics of each individual, of the building and the actual
emergency situation. To minimize the consequences of an emergency fire
situation in a building, it is important to have a safe, orderly and rapid
evacuation [3]. For this purpose the occupants should be trained to re-
spond in an appropriate way. Therefore, it is necessary to assess whether
simulacrums or fire drills are effective or not. In recent years, in Portugal,
the number of fire simulacrums in office buildings, schools and hotels,
among others, have increased. Taking as reference the Portuguese popu-
lation, this article presents the results of an ongoing research project that
compares the human behavior in a real fire situation with that observed
in a fire simulacrum. The study was supported by a significant number
of surveys conducted to the occupants who were involved in one of the
two previous mentioned situations. The comparison between the actions
undertaken by the occupants in both situations allows understanding if
human behavior in a simulacrum reflects human behavior in a real fire
situation.
1. INTRODUCTION
In hazardous situations such as a fire, people’s behavior will have a strong im-
pact on risk. In an emergency situation of a building, it is important to have a
safe, orderly and rapid evacuation, but this is only possible if the occupants are
trained to respond in an appropriate way. This is because human behavior in
an emergency situation of a building depends on the characteristics of the occu-
pants themselves, the characteristics of the buildings and the actual emergency
situation [1, 4, 5].
It is necessary to train occupants so in an emergency situation they can react
appropriately. These trainings are only possible through exercises/fire drills, but
it is necessary to assess whether the trainings will be effective or not. Can the
assessment of these fire drills be effective if all players, whether they are employ-
ees, visitors, among others, are aware that they will be performing a fire drill?
Figure 1. Number of Surveys
If the occupants are aware that it will be a simulacrum, will human behavior be
identical to the behavior in an emergency situation?
To understand if human behavior in fire drills reflects possible human behav-
ior in a real fire situation it is necessary to compare the actions and behavior of
the occupants in both situations.
In order to minimize the difficulties and problems related to the acquisition
of information, a methodology was established based on 3 different surveys. The
main objective of these surveys is to understand if there is a strong correlation
between what people think their interpretations and reactions will be, and what
will happen in real fire. The first survey, called Type 1, was distributed among
people who were involved in a fire. Survey Type 2 is the result of the improvement
of another [2] which was distributed to the general population, no selection was
made for this distribution. Finally, the third survey, with the designation of Type
3, was distributed to people who took part in a fire drill at two shopping centers.
2. SURVEY
In total it was possible to collect 818 surveys, divided between surveys Type 1,
Type 2 and Type 3. The three types of surveys had several common questions
with the purpose of comparing responses between the different types of surveys.
For all survey data reported below, questions not answered were excluded.
2.1. Summary of the Results of the Study
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Table 1. Global Sample
2.1.1. General data - Survey type 1, 2 and 3 The following table shows
the results of the sample of each survey 1.
It should be noted that in relation to Survey 3, 84% were aware of the fire drill.
2.2. Comparison of occupant behavior between Type 1, Type 2 and
Type 3 Surveys
2.2.1. AWARE THAT SOMETHING UNUSUAL IS TAKING PLACE
Both residential buildings did not have alarm system. In order to understand
how the occupants became aware of the fire, the question carried out in the sur-
vey was: “How did you realize that something unusual was happening?” In one
survey 75% answered: “heard strange noises” and 25% “saw unusual movement”.
In the other 67% “was told” and 33% “saw unusual movement”.
Regarding the industrial fire, 35% indicated that they “heard the alarm”,
35% “was told”, and 15% “saw the fire”, 10% “saw smoke” and 5% saw unusual
movement. For occupants who did not hear the alarm, 55% “was told”, 18%
“saw the fire”, 18% “saw smoke” and 9% “saw unusual movement”.
Regarding the fire drill, survey Type 3, 135 respondents answered this ques-
tion and 44% indicated “was told”, 13% “heard the alarm signal”, 7% “Unusual
Movement” and 36% “ heard the alarm message”.
By analyzing data from the similar question of Survey Type 2, respondents
indicated what mainly caught their attention was 33% “alarm”, 30% “smell of
smoke”, 29% “view of smoke” 5% “unusual movements” and 3% “strange noises”.
Some differences among respondents with fire safety training and different gender
were observed.
2.2.2. THE ALARM SIGNAL INTERPRETATION Taking into ac-
count all 634 respondents, of Type 2 Survey, which answered the question “What
interpretation do you usually give to the alarm?”, 54% indicated “uncertainty,
however consider the possibility of a fire”, 16% “false alarm”, 14% “evacuation
exercise/fire drill” and, finally, “maintenance” and “other” both with 8% . Gen-
der and the fire safety training had significant influence on the answers.
In relation to the industrial fire 11 respondents who heard the alarm thought
it was 89% “Fire” and 11 % “Fire drill”.
In the case of Type 3 Survey, 62% of the respondents heard the alarm and the
interpretation they made was 78 % “Fire Drill”, 9% “Fire”, 6% “maintenance
1 The answers to the type 1 survey were from 3 different fires.
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Figure 2. Aware that something unusual is taking place
Figure 3. The Alarm Signal Interpretation
or other operations”, 4% “None” “3% ”False alarm“. Regarding the number of
respondents who knew about the fire drill only 82% interpreted the alarm signal
as being a fire drill, while those not aware of the fire drill but heard the alarm
interpreted it in the following way: 38% ”fire“, 38% ”fire drill“, 12% ”maintenance
or other operations“ and 12% ”none”.
There is huge difference in the alarm interpretation depending on the situa-
tion, as shown by figure 3.
2.2.3. TIME SPENT - BEFORE DECIDING TO LEAVE THE BUILD-
ING In order to assess the time needed for interpretation of what is happening
and to perform tasks before deciding to leave the building the following question
was formulated: “How much time passed between the moment you became aware
that something unusual was happening and the moment you decided to leave
the building?”
Three respondents who had experienced a residential fire responded to this
question and 67% indicated “between 1 to 3 minutes” and 33% indicated “unable
to assess”. In the other residential fire, only 2 respondents replied to this question
and 1 indicated “between 1 to 3 minutes” and the other “between 3 to 5 minutes”.
In the Industrial fire 18 of the 22 respondents replied to this question and
67% indicated “between 1 to 3 minutes” 11% “less than one minute” and “unable
to assess”, 5,5% “more than 5 minutes” and “between 3 to 5 minutes” both.
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Figure 4. Time Spent - Before Deciding To Leave The Building
In the case of the fire drill 136 of the 141 surveyed replied to this question
and 43% indicated “between 1 to 3 minutes”, 21% reported “less than 1 minute”,
20% “between 3 to 5 minutes”, 10% “unable to assess” and 6% “more than 5
minutes”. When analyzing gender, education level, age group and training there
are no major differences among them.
2.2.4. REACTION TO ALARM/WHAT DID YOU DO ONCE YOU
BECAME AWARE THAT SOMETHING UNUSUAL WAS HAP-
PENING One of the questions was “What did you do once you became aware
that something unusual was going on?” Respondents from a residential fire gave
4 different responses to this question, one “called a neighbor for information”,
another “called the emergency line 112”, another was “looked outside to see
what was happening” and finally another “knocked on the door of a neighbor
for information”. In the other residential fire 50% indicated “tried to find out
what was happening”, “did not have any reaction” and “left the location where
they were, in order to exit the building” with 25% each.
If the building had an alarm system the survey inquired “What was your
reaction to the alarm?” Of the 11 respondents from the industrial fire survey
who heard the alarm, 55% “left the place in order to exit the building”, 27%
“warned others to leave the building” and 9% “had no reaction” or “advised
others to continue their activity”. Gender and training influenced the answers
given by respondents.
In the case of the responses from the fire drill, 75% of the respondents who
had heard the alarm or the alarm message “left the place in order to exit the
building”, 10% “wanted to know what was happening”, 9% “warned others” and
6% “had no reaction”.
In type 2 survey, when analyzing responses to the question, “What is usually
your reaction to the alarm?”, 51% of the respondents indicated “find out what
was happening”, while 23% “leave the building and the place where they are”, 8%
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Figure 5. Reaction to alarm
“do not have reaction”, 8% “warn others to leave the building”, 5% “other”, 4%
“Contact firefighters” and finally 6% “advise others to continue their activity”.
2.2.5. ASSESSMENT OF THE SITUATION Regarding the question
“How dangerous do you think the situation was?” 67% of the responses re-
garding the residential fire considered the situation as “moderately dangerous”
and 33% as “slightly dangerous”. In the case of the industrial fire, 36% evaluated
the situation as “extremely dangerous”, 32% as “moderately dangerous”, 27%
as “dangerous” and 5% as “not dangerous”.
Regarding the fire drill 29% assessed the situation as “moderately danger-
ous”, 23% as “slightly dangerous”, 42% as “not dangerous” and 6% “extremely
dangerous”.
2.2.6. RECEIVE INDICATION BY SOMEONE TO ABANDON THE
BUILDING Survey Type 1 and 3 presented the following question “Did you
decide to abandon the building because someone told you to?”. Regarding the
residential fire 71% said “No”. Regarding the industry fire 72% said “Yes”.
As for the fire drill, 136 replied to this question and 72% “left the building
because someone told them to do so” 2.
Type 2 survey presented the question: “Would you leave the building in case
someone told you to?” 637 individuals 78% replied to this question indicating
“No”.
2.2.7. TAKE SOMETHING WITH YOU Survey type 1 and 3 presented
the following: “When you decided to leave the building, did you take anything
with you?”. 67% of the residential fire respondents said “No”. The respondents
of the industrial fire 68% said “No”. the fire drill survey respondents namely 137
replied to this question and 62% said “Yes”.
Survey type 2 asked “Before leaving the building would you try to collect
personal belongings?” 86% said “No”.
2 The alarm message gave information to the occupants to leave the building.
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Figure 6. Assessment of the situation
Figure 7. Receive indication by someone to abandon the building
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Figure 8. Take Something With You
There were no major differences between gender, age group, education level
and training in these answers.
In this question there is a major difference between the fire drill (survey Type
3), the real situation (Survey Type 1) and what they think they would do (Survey
Type 2). Results from Survey type 2 are similar to the results form Survey Type
1. In a fire drill the occupants can act differently due to the assessment made of
the situation.
2.2.8. TASKS With regard to the question “Before deciding to abandon the
building did you perform any of the following tasks (look for family members,
warn others, contact the fire brigade, fight the fire, help others, pack your
things)?”, 42% of the residential fire respondents said “Yes”. The tasks men-
tioned were “family search”, “pack up your things” and “other”. One of the
respondents added two more tasks namely “warn others” and “help other”.
In the case of the industrial fire 19 respondents answered this question, and
10 indicated “Yes”. Of the 10 respondents who had indicated “Yes”, 5 performed
only one task, 5 performed 3 tasks and 1 four tasks. The most accomplished
task was “warn others”, with 60%, followed by “searching family” with 20% and
“pack up your things” and “other” both with 10%.
In what concerns Survey Type 3, 64% said “Yes” and the tasks mentioned
were 90% “pack up your things” and 10% “warn others”.
In what concerns Survey Type 2, 93% said “Yes” and the tasks mentioned
were 43% “contact the fire brigade”, 37% “searching family”, 7% “warn others”,
6% “Switch off the equipment”, 4% “fight the fire”, 2% “Help Others” and 1%
“pack up your things”.
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Figure 9. Tasks
2.2.9. WAY TO LEAVE THE BUILDING / EMERGENCY EXIT
Regarding the question “To leave the building did you use the way you normally
use?” 68% of the respondents in survey Type 1 said “Yes”. In what regards the
use of an emergency exit 78% indicated “Yes”.
In survey Type 3, 69% of 137 respondents used the way they normally use.
By analyzing the exit choice, 100% of the respondents walked, 89% of those
who were shopping and 60% of those working used the way they normally use.
When trying to understand if they used an emergency exit the survey inquired
“In order to leave the building did you use an emergency exit?” In total 27%
of 130 respondents indicated “Yes”. It appears that 100% of respondents who
were walking did not use an emergency exit to leave the building nor did 96%
of respondents who were shopping and or 66% of the respondents who were
working.
Survey type 3 presented the following question “During the fire drill did
someone tell you what emergency exit to use?” The 131 respondents to this
question, namely 59% said “No”, in that case 69% used the path they normally
use. From the 41% respondents who was indicated an emergency exit, 61% did
not use the path that normally use.
Survey type 2 had a similar question “If you were in a building, which path
would you use to exit the building?” 47% of the respondents, who answered this
question mentioned they, “would seek the emergency exits to leave the building”,
while 33% “would use the same way they used to enter the building”, 15% “would
turn to emergency plants to find emergency exits” and 5% “would ask someone
to indicate the way out”.
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Figure 10. Way To Leave The Building / Emergency Exit
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Figure 11. See Smoke
2.2.10. SEE SMOKE To assess the implications of visibility due to smoke in
the evacuation process, several questions were formulated. In the case of residen-
tial fires 3 replies were collected. When all the respondents trying to leave the
building were faced with smoke, this decreased visibility and the distance they
could see objects was “less than 1 meter”. As for the reaction they had when they
were confronted with smoke two of the respondents indicated that they “went
back”, and a third “continued his route”. In the case of the industrial fire, 89%
of the 18 respondents were faced with smoke. To know where the occupants were
faced with smoke the survey had a question to indicate where this happened. Of
the 16 respondents who were faced with smoke 33% indicated “Place where they
were” and “Other”, 27% “Stairs” and 7% indicated “Corridor”. Of the 16 re-
spondents who were faced with smoke 67% indicated: “smoke had not decreased
visibility”. Of the respondents who indicated that smoking decreased visibility
only one could quantify how far objects could be seen and indicated “between
1 meter to 3 meters”. Finally the survey asked “What was your reaction?” This
question was answered by 9 respondents of which 89% indicated “continued on
the same path they were on” and 11% “returned back”.
As for survey Type 2 the following question was presented, “if you were faced
with smoke when trying to leave the building, what would your reaction be?”
639 respondents answered, of which 67% indicated “try another way out of the
building”, 25% “investigate in order to fight the fire” and 4% “return back” and
“investigate out of curiosity” also with 4%.
Regarding the evacuation exercise, no information was collected on this mat-
ter.
2.2.11. VIEW THE FIRE In order to assess what the reaction of the occu-
pant was when confronted with a fire, the surveys had several question regarding
this matter. One question was “Did you see the fire when you tried to leave the
building?” In the case of residential fires 29% respondents saw the fire, while in
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Figure 12. View the Fire
the industrial fire 58% of 19 respondents replied affirmatively. The reaction of
the fire was for 82% to “continue on the path they were on” and 18% “returned
back”.
Survey type 2 had the following question “If you were leaving the building
and you were faced with the fire. What would your first reaction be?” 53% of
637 responded indicated “try to find another way out of the building”, 23%
“ask for help”, 21% “fight the fire” and 3% “would return back”. Regarding the
evacuation exercise no information on this matter was collected.
2.2.12. TOTAL TIME SPENT TO LEAVE THE BUILDING Survey
Type 1 asked the respondents to say how much time they spent to leaving the
building. In the residential fire 50% indicated that it took them “between 2 to 5
minutes” and 50% were “unable to assess”. As for the industrial fire 18 of the 22
respondents responded to this question, of whom 72% “between 2 to 5 minutes”,
11% “less than 2 minute” and “unable to assess” and 6% “more than 8 minutes”.
Survey type 3 with 131 respondents answered this question and 49% replied
“between 2 to 5 minutes”, 30% “less than 2 minutes”, 10% “between 5 to 8
minutes”, 9% “unable to assess” and 2% “more than 8 minutes”.
3. CONCLUSION
During the field work developed over two years, it was possible to constitute a
unique source of information on behavioral aspects of the Portuguese population
regarding a fire situation. In fact the sample collected has a dimension that even
in foreign studies is rarely found. A behavioral model is being developed with
this sample, however it is not yet complete due to all the inferential analysis
which have not been concluded.
Having in mind the conditionality, mentioned above, some of the observed
tendencies have been observed as follows:
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Figure 13. Total Time Spent To Leave The Building
– the behavior of occupants can depend on their knowledge of the situation as
well as their assessment of it;
– before leaving the building the occupants perform several tasks, the main
tasks are “look for family” or “warn others” as well as “take personal items”;
– in order to leave the building, occupants tend not always to use the most
appropriate way, giving preference to the normal path they used to enter the
building;
– when the alarm is heard sometimes it is not enough to decide to leave the
building;
– behavior in certain situations may change, depending on gender, fire safety
training, age and education level;
– In a fire drill, the behavior of the occupants may be different compared to a
real fire situation,;
It should be recalled that the ultimate goal of this study is not to set state-
ments regarding the reactions of the occupants but a simulation model of the
Portuguese population behavior in case of fire, depending on various factors such
as, gender, age, training in fire safety, knowledge of the building, familiarization
with evacuation, drills and others.
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